Abstract. In this paper we report on a feasibility study in reengineering legacy systems towards a model-driven architecture (MDA). Steps in our approach consist of (1) parsing the source code of the legacy system according to a grammar; (2) mapping the abstract syntax trees thus obtained to a grammar model that is defined in the Meta-Object Facility (MOF); (3) using model to model (M2M) transformations to turn the grammar model into a generic meta-model, called Generic-AST, in which information about software systems can be stored in a language-independent way; (4) mapping the GenericAST models, again using M2M transformations, to UML models that can be either used for code generation or for documentation purposes. The steps have been implemented in a prototype model harvesting tool that is based on ArcStyler, the MDA environment provided by Interactive Objects. Our paper presents this approach, and reports on our experiences in applying the method to a 178 KLOC production system from the insurance domain written in PL/SQL.
Introduction
Model Driven Architecture (MDA) provides a promising basis for keeping software maintainable by using a series of models in the development process: models are the main software assets, as opposed to source code. In this paper we explore how MDA concepts can be applied to existing software systems. The key problem here is that usually no adequate models of actual systems are available. In order to overcome this gap, we investigate to what extent reverse engineering techniques can be used to extract adequate models from source code.
It is very unlikely that a fully automatic approach will ever be able to reconstruct models that are (1) at an appropriate level of abstraction; and (2) can be used to (re)generate the full functionality of the original application. Therefore, we will aim at the interactive reconstruction of models that serve the following purposes:
-The models can be used for system understanding and software exploration in order to support a transition to a model-driven reimplementation;
-The models can be used to generate code templates, that can subsequently be refined to include deeper application knowledge.
A distinctive characteristic of reengineering to an MDA context is that MDA provides a flexible environment for manipulating models, using open standards such as the Meta-Object Facility (MOF) [20] , transformations using the Query/View/Transformation approach (QVT) [19] and the Unified Modeling Language UML. For that reason, we will investigate a reengineering approach which switches to the MDA "technological space" [15] as quickly as possible, after which model to model transformations are used to refine the initial raw results.
The work presented in this paper was carried out within a pilot study conducted at a major Dutch insurance company. The objective of this pilot study is to investigate the feasibility of adopting MDA techniques for their legacy systems, in order to safeguard the future maintainability of these systems. Within the study, tools were built to reverse engineer models from code -a process called "harvesting" -and these tools have been applied to the source code of a production system written in PL/SQL. Steps in our approach consist of 1. Parsing the source code of the legacy system according to a grammar; 2. Mapping the abstract syntax trees thus obtained to a grammar model that is defined in the Meta-Object Facility (MOF); 3. Using model to model (M2M) transformations to turn the grammar model into a generic meta-model, called GenericAST, in which information about software systems can be stored in a language-independent way; 4. Mapping the GenericAST models, again using M2M transformations, to UML models that can be either used for code generation or for documentation purposes.
The paper is structured as follows. We start out with a survey of related work in the area of reengineering to model-driven architectures. We then describe our approach (Section 3) as well as the prototype workbench we developed to support our approach (Section 4). The application of our approach to the PL/SQL production system is described next (Section 5) followed by a discussion of lessons learned (Section 6). We conclude by summarizing our main contributions as well as suggestions for future work.
Related Work
The Object Management Group is actively involved in the "reverse engineering to MDA" area, with the Architecture Driven Modernization (ADM) task force [11, 22] . A total of seven Requests for Proposal aim at standardizing an extensive reverse engineering framework towards an MDA target environment. Part of ADM are two generic intermediate models, for supporting analysis and refactoring. The generic models we use are inspired by but significantly simpler than the wide spectrum ADM models.
Mansurov and Campara [16] argue that a first step in the migration towards the MDA is the introduction of modeling in the software development process. They propose an approach to raise the maturity of software architectures to a level where software maintenance and evolution are driven by the architecture instead of by the code. For this they introduce so-called Container Models. They focus on the extraction of these Container Models from existing code.
A framework for language neutral representation of source code is presented by Al-Ekram and Kontogiannis [1] . A generic abstract syntax tree (AST) is part of the program representation framework. XML is used as the main language. It has the advantage of being a light weight solution, but comes with meta-model discovery problems. The meta-model must be hardwired into the programs that use it.
A view on language support for MDA also requiring a generic representation is discussed by Cepa and Mezini [4] . They propose a generic annotated abstract syntax tree that can be used to support domain-specific but platformindependent models. An explicit meta-representation is advocated for programs in an AST-like structure, together with the possibility for users to add their own annotations to this AST using a dedicated language.
Boronat et al. present a framework for automatic legacy system migration in MDA [3] , using rewriting logic as their transformation engine. The results are UML models of the legacy system.
An approach aiming at incremental adoption of model-driven technologies is provided by Gannod and Carey [13] , who rely on Java annotations that support the creation of models that fit in the Eclipse Modeling Framework EMF.
Harvesting MDA models from existing proprietary models is discussed by Doyle [9] . His starting point are models as used in a 4GL application generator also in use at Fortis. His approach involves reconstructing and normalizing models from database representations, which are subsequently transformed into MOF representations using EMF.
Reengineering from code towards the MDA involves a combination of parsing and model transformation. Kurtev et al. [15] refer to this as building bridges between technological spaces, in this case between the grammar-ware and MDA spaces. A very generic framework for bridging between technological spaces is discussed by Wimmer and Kramler [24] . In this framework a compiler-compiler is used that, based on an attributed grammar mapping EBNF to MOF, generates a so-called grammar parser. This grammar-parser not only transforms EBNF grammars into MOF-based metamodels, but also generates a tool to transform programs associated with that EBNF grammar into models associated with the generated metamodel.
A general introduction to reengineering and system renovation is provided in [5, 7] . Reengineering generally consists of a series of reverse engineering steps that reconstruct system representations at a higher level of abstraction. These representations can subsequently be used for code generation. Since fully automated reengineering often is not feasible, much reverse engineering research focuses on supporting system exploration, i.e., helping software engineers in un- derstanding the legacy system at hand [17] . A reverse engineering process tailored towards reconstructing software architectures from source code is provided in [6] .
Harvesting Approach
The approach we used for harvesting models from the source code of an existing application is depicted in Figure 1 . It consists of the following steps. The starting point is a grammar of the legacy language, expressed in an EBNF-like formalism. We first of all use this grammar to generate a parser capable of processing the system's source code and representing it by means of abstract syntax trees (ASTs).
Existing parser generators generally produce proprietary AST representations. In order to benefit from standards and available tool support from MDA technologies, we therefore need to transfer these abstract syntax trees to a MOFbased representation. To that end, we use the EBNF grammar to generate:
1. A MOF-based Grammar Model, i.e., a metamodel of the Grammar defined with MOF, that offers a one-to-one mapping between EBNF-based ASTs and MOF-based ASTs; and 2. A series of transformations coded in Java mapping EBNF-based AST nodes to their Grammar Model counterparts.
Following the terminology of Kurtev et al., we thus switch from the grammarware technological space to the MDA technological space [10, 15] . Our next step consists of mapping the source language abstract syntax trees to a generic, domain-independent model, which we have dubbed GenericAST. From this generic model, we subsequently generate models that can be used either for documentation or for code generation purposes. In some cases these models will be based on UML, whereas in other situations these models will be domain specific. The main reason for introducing such a generic layer is that it increases opportunities for reuse when, for example, extending the framework with additional source languages.
The GenericAST meta-model is based on UML, especially for representing structural information such as containers, entities, features, constraints, or types. Regarding behavioral constructs, various meta-classes have been defined for representing common programming language constructs, such as a conditionalstatement (similar to an if-statement or switch-statement) and a loop-statement (similar to a for-loop or while-loop). Note that these statements can be represented independent of a specific concrete syntax, which is abstracted in the transformations to a GenericAST model. UML support for representing behavioral constructs is limited (we used version 1.4), which is another reason for using a GenericAST as intermediate model in the transformation process, instead of transforming directly to UML. The GenericAST meta-model furthermore includes facilities for storing custom information in model elements by using tagged values, and for including references to the original source code.
Harvesting Workbench Developed and Used
We created a prototype tool set implementing the approach described that allowed us to harvest models from PL/SQL applications. This tool set makes use of the following components.
-The basis for our tool set is Interactive Objects' MDA environment ArcStyler. 4 ArcStyler is an extensible platform for MDA-based software architecting and engineering. It integrates a UML modeling environment with a collection of model transformations with can generate models or textual output base on UML models. It provides an open, flexible environment for tasks relating models, such as visualization, transformation (both model to model, and model to text), and manipulation. We mostly used the model to model transformation and visualization facilities, and to a lesser extend the model to text transformation facilities offered.
-We used the Grammatica 5 parser generator to obtain a PL/SQL parser. We have been able to reuse an existing PL/SQL grammar, which we tuned for our purposes. -The mapping from grammars to MOF was set up according to the method proposed by [2] , with some extensions in order to turn Grammatica parse trees into true abstract syntax trees. -The MOF repositories were generated and manipulated using Interactive
Objects' MDA-environment ArcStyler. In particular, ArcStyler's Carat.MOF functionality was used to generate a Java repository implementation, conforming to the Java Metadata Interface JMI [14] , from a repository model represented in the UML profile for MOF. 
Case Study
We have applied the harvester tools to HiBob, a 178 KLOC production system at De Amersfoortse Verzekeringen, a major insurance company based in The Netherlands. The system has been developed in Oracle's PL/SQL 7 and consisted of a data model with business logic that calculates insurance offers. The size of the application is shown in Table 1 , both in KLOC PL/SQL and in the number of items.
For each main construct a grammar has been developed that describes part of the PL/SQL language, to generate parsers and meta-models that can process the input. The GenericAST has been used as an intermediate model, to reuse previously developed analyses and M2M-transformations to UML. ArcStyler has been used as MDA-environment for executing M2M-transformations and presenting the generated UML models. Before commencing harvesting, the anticipated architecture of HiBob was determined. This first of all gives suggestions for the specific harvesting approach. Secondly, it will help to determine where there are mismatches between the current and the target architecture.
Only a small part of the harvesters is specific for HiBob, which is implemented in the model to model transformations from a grammar model to a GenericAST model. Using HiBob specific information, we were able to automatically modularize the application, based on known naming conventions. The modularization was implemented in one transformation rule, whereas all other transformation rules (more than 100) can be reused for harvesting other PL/SQL applications. The grammars can be completely reused for harvesting other PL/SQL applications. A grammar only regards syntax, which is not application specific.
Although there is no conceptual restriction on what target models are generated, in the case study only UML models were generated, including class diagrams, state-chart diagrams and collaboration diagrams. Class diagrams (such as in Figure 3 ) were used to gain insight in the data structure of the application (tables, fields, relations, triggers and constraints) and the structure of the behavior (stored procedures, packages with stored procedures, direct call dependencies). The generated model can be used for both documentation and code generation purposes.
Collaboration diagrams (such as in Figure 4 ) were derived to obtain insight in all required methods for executing a certain initial method, which is derived from direct call dependencies. The example diagrams shown here are relatively simple, there are for example collaboration diagrams with over 10 objects and more than 1000 method invocations required for more complex calculations. Table 2 shows several performance measurements from the case study, performed on a Pentium4 3.0 GHz computer with 1 GB RAM. The measurements give an indication on the performance of parsing and populating a generated MOF repository. The table also shows that the cost of compressing and saving models by means of XMI are substantial. No explicit measurements have been done for the M2M-transformations, because we used a prototype M2M-transformation engine with known scalability issues. M2M-transformations ran for hours before completing which is due to the current implementation of the engine. A custom (Java) transformation may run much faster, but it is harder to keep a good overview of the transformation implementation. The case study has shown the feasibility of harvesting existing source code (in this case 178 KLOC PL/SQL) to UML models, although the current prototype implementation suffers from scalability issues regarding M2M-transformations. Using the GenericAST has successfully enabled transformation reuse as intended, although being an extra step in the extraction process. The extracted models have successfully been used for documentation and forward engineering purposes. Although currently no full migration has been done, experiments have been conducted in generating J2EE code from the harvested UML models, using standard model to text transformations shipped with ArcStyler. For data structures (tables with fields) complete J2EE code has been generated, whereas for the business logic (e.g. trigger implementations, stored procedures, and PL/SQL packages) only structural code has been generated (e.g. classes with methods, with an empty body).
Further details of the case study conducted can be found in [21] .
Lessons Learned
Have a clear picture of what to harvest. It is important to have a specific question to answer or problem to solve before harvesting, and to know how to find the answer or solution: if you don't know where you're going, any road will take you there. In other words, constructs of interest that appear in the input must be specified, such that a harvester can recognize them. For example, if for a database system a question is 'what is the data structure?' then constructs of interest are table definitions, field definitions and relations between the tables.
Know the anticipated target models in detail. Having good knowledge on the target models that need to be harvested increases usability of the harvested models. For example, if the harvested models will be used for code generation and the code generator requires that associations have names then association should be given names during harvesting, which might not be necessary when generating models solely for documentation. This results in models that can be used directly for their purpose.
Make use of coding guidelines and naming conventions. The more system-specific information is used during harvesting, the better quality the initial models have. For example, if a table name contains a number that indicates the module it is part of, it can be used to automatically relocate the table to the right module. It improves the usability of the initial models.
Keep grammars small and focused. Smaller grammars are easier to maintain than bigger grammars. When a complete grammar is not available for a harvesting project, a minimal grammar should be developed. A minimal grammar has exactly the right information to describe the anticipated input, but not a complete language. This approach, which is based on the notion of island grammar [8, 18] has been taken while harvesting HiBob.
Modularize grammars. Modular grammars improve reusability of commonly used grammar parts, such as statement and expression definitions. In the case study, four different grammars were composed from several grammar parts. Not only does this save work while developing grammars, it also allows reuse of several M2M-transformation parts, which correspond with the grammar parts. This has successfully done in the case study.
Design grammar towards a target meta-model. Grammars should be developed with a certain target meta-model in mind, including how to map the grammar to the target meta-model. This improves reusability of M2M-transformation parts. For example, if in a target meta-model statements are all contained by a certain container, this should be reflected in the grammar. This could be done by having a production statement_container which contains other statements and acts the entry-point for statements in the grammar. This creates an extra node in the AST that can be mapped to the statement container model element in the target meta-model.
Avoid usage of XMI to store model contents. Persistence of harvesting results using XMI should be avoided, because it is a slow mechanism. Instead of saving and loading every time to and from XMI, as much as possible should be done without XMI. In the case study, parsing and populating a repository took in the order of seconds, while streaming to XMI took in the order of minutes. Therefore, it is more efficient to parse the input every time the models are needed for M2M-transformations. Because generation of a GenericAST model takes more time than saving and loading XMI, it should be used to save a generated GenericAST model.
Optimize M2M-transformations. M2M-transformations should be optimized everywhere possible. In the case study, M2M-transformations were the longest operations, which took in the order of days to complete. Simple optimizations could improve the performance, for example by doing calculations once, pass on the results to child rules where filtering takes place. In the case study, calculations where done at the same time as filtering, requiring each calculation to be executed multiple times instead of once.
Genericity Mismatch. The genericity (or expressiveness) of the GenericAST could be inadequate for a given harvesting project. It means that the Generic-AST cannot represent constructs that appear in the project's source code. This risk is hard to identify and predict; it will show up during individual harvesting projects. Possible ways of minimizing or dealing with the consequences are:
-Provide extension points in meta-model: Currently each element can be extended by tagged-values, which is a light-weight, pragmatic extension mechanism. This will not be sufficient for all situations, but it is a start.
-Extend GenericAST meta-model: Evolving the meta-model requires extensive testing in both the meta-model and tools, because it is a heavy-weight extension mechanism. It has impact on compatibility with existing models and transformations.
The genericity (or expressiveness) of the GenericAST could be too large. It happens when a semantic construct can be represented in more than one way. If this is true it is harder to create generic transformations and analyses on GenericAST models, because there could be two semantically equal models that do not result in the same target model and/or analysis result. This risk is hard to identify and predict.
Possible ways of minimizing the consequences are:
-Thorough meta-model review: For each meta-model element make sure why it exists and what can be represented with it. It should not be able to represent the same construct with any other element. -Definition of well-formed model guidelines: Identified ambiguities must be resolved by making one option 'preferred' and the other options 'illegal', which can be done with a guideline. Any model that violates a guideline is not a valid GenericAST model. It may be enforced by providing a modelchecker which detects and reports violations.
Concluding Remarks
Reverse engineering to an MDA target context requires a flexible, automated process that uses open standards as propagated by the OMG. Our reverse engineering framework provides an abstract process with minimal transformations to generate UML models from textual source code. The process consists of several transformations: textual source code is parsed into an AST, which is populated into a MOF-based repository with a meta-model conforming to the grammar that describes the structure of the textual source code. The contents of the MOF-based repository are transformed to an initial target model, which can be a UML model. The benefits of MDA can now be used to their full potential: generated models can be used for documentation, or even for MDA-based forward engineering.
To automate the process our prototype implementation uses generators. The source code structure is described in a grammar and from the grammar a specialized harvester and repository are generated. An improved mapping from an EBNF grammar to a MOF meta-model results in concise and usable repositories.
The generic intermediate model allows us to reuse M2M-transformations and analyses. For specific harvesters a transformation can be developed to generate a generic model. Available transformations and analyses can then be applied to the generic model to get the desired target models.
The case study has shown that the prototype implementation of the reverse engineering framework is able to extract models from a production system of 178 KLOC: UML models have been generated that give insight in structure and behavior. These models can be used for documentation purposes as well as for (partial) forward engineering: in our case Java classes have been generated from the harvested models that represent the application's structure.
Future work firstly regards solving scalability issues for our prototype implementation with the current M2M-transformation engine. An improved version of such an engine is required to support larger M2M-transformations without running into performance problems. A functional extension of the prototype implementation is replacing the parser generator with a more powerful one, such as a Generalized LR parser generator [23] or an expression grammar parser generator [12] . A more powerful parser generator enables usage of island grammars [18] , which is a powerful technique to quickly develop grammars for complex structured source code. In an island grammar constructs of interest can be specified in detail while the parser is told to ignore any other construct encountered in the input.
Secondly, it should be investigated whether information in GenericAST models is sufficient to generate target source code, such that method implementations can be generated as much as possible (at least for several constructs this expected to be feasible). A particular challenge is how to represent business logic. It is an open issue to what extend UML Action Semantics can help for the case at hand. To fully evaluate the current GenericAST prototype implementation should be tested on more source languages and evolved accordingly.
Last but not least, a full system migration should be attempted to assess feasibility of using reverse engineered models in an MDA-based forward engineering track. This might require transformation to specific UML profiles, domain specific languages and/or abstraction of platform dependent constructs to platform independent constructs.
